
activity of the human race has been reduced to 
the area behind the second wall, “Wall Rose.”

Armin Arlert
Eren and Mikasa's childhood 
friend, he is physically weak and 
feels that he has gone through 
life with them protecting him.

Mikasa Ackerman
Mikasa graduated at the top 
of her training corps. She lost 
her parents before her eyes. 
Afterward she becomes 
committed to protecting Eren, 
who was raised alongside her.

Eren Yeager
Longing for the world outside 
the wall, Eren aimed to join the 
Survey Corps. He was 
swallowed by a Titan, but was 
later discovered inside a Titan.



Beings that prey on humans. Not much is known about the mode of 
life of these creatures, other than that their intelligence is low and 
they eat humans. Generally, their height varies from about 3 to 15 
meters high, which is why it was thought they wouldn’t be able to 

get over the human-created wall, but one day, the intelligent 
“Colossus Titan,” over 50 meters tall, appeared…
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The humans who somehow managed to survive constructed 

thr� i�ense wa�s, one inside the other.

And thus, they won 

100 years of peace.
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The Colo�us 

Titan destroyed 

the gate…
…and the Titans, 

released from 100 years 

of hunger, laid waste to 

the human race again.

The humans abandoned their outermost 

wa�. Twenty percent of the population 

and a third of their domain was lost.
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They 

ki�ed 

my 

mother

…
I’m 

go�a 

de-

stroy 

them!

Every 

last 

one of 

those 

ani-

mals

…

…

that’s 

on 

this 

Earth!

The humans abandoned their outermost 

wa�. Twenty percent of the population 

and a third of their domain was lost.



And so, five years 

later… the Survey 

Corps, unafraid of 

the Titans, a�empts 

to blaze a path 

beyond the wa�.

Humanity has 

concentrated in the 

corps its funds, its 

best people – and 

its hopes.

it’s 

the 

Survey 

Corps’ 

main 

force!

Com-

mand-

er 

Erwin

!

Please 

drive 

the 

Titans 

away!

Hey… 

L�k!

it’s 

Captain 

Levi, 

the 

stron-

gest 

soldier 

alive!

I hear 

that in 

ba�le, 

he’s as 

strong 

as an 

entire 

brigade!

...



This Survey 

Corps given 

this duty 

included 

humanity’s 

brightest.

Their ready wits have improved the survival rate 

of the Survey Corps dramatica�y…

…but even now, when 

tr�ps are sent into 

Titan te�itory, the 

casualty rate is 

over 30%.
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Those kids and 

their envious 

l�ks… if only 

they knew what a 

clean freak you 

are, it’d burst 

their bu�le…

Noisy 

brats…



That’s how much 

stronger Titans 

are than humans.



The human 

race wi� 

be the 

survivors

…in the 

end…

One of 

these 

days…

humans…

are 

go�a 

destroy 

you…

…to

Cap-

tain

Levi…





One

on the 

right…

Two on 

the left…

One
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Two on 

the left…

I’� 

clean 

up on 

the 

left!

You 

a� 

have 

such…

Captain! 

I’ve 

gath-

ered

re-

inforce-

ments!




